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About This Content

This DLC provides the following rewards:

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 2: Recombination.

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 3: Keystone.

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 4: Lockdown.

 Prismata Single Player Campaign Episode 5: Pulse.

 An equippable in-game "supporter" badge.

 A permanent 20% Ranked Play cosmetic loot bonus.

 The "Sweet Treat Steelsplitter" unit skin.

 The golden pass—unlimited free golden Ranked Play tickets.

 2000 shards and 5 Power Cores (for unlocking skins/emotes.)
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You'll be given an option to activate these rewards as soon as you log into Prismata after purchasing the DLC. The rewards can
only be applied to one single Prismata username.
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nothing about this is fun, no good gore, no good sound effects. not even close to done.. Death God Uuiversity. If nothing else,
the title itself piques your interest. And true to it's name - the concept of the game is pretty awesome. You are a student in a
University, training to be a Death God. And your assignements consist of assasination missions - or maybe asassination makes it
sound too sophiticated. You just have to kill people - no hidden blades or exploding gunpowder is used though. And therein lies
it's true potential - the innovative killing methods.

Now if I just knew this much, I would have been interested enough to try it - but there's more. To make the game more fun, the
targets are not ordinary people. In fact, most of them are not even "bad guys" in the traditional sense. Take Miley Cyrus for
example. Not technically speaking bad, but annoying enough for you to have joked about killing her at least once with your
friends. At least I did - and if you didn't then perhaps you should. What's funnier is that you find her in a construction area,
surrounded by wrecking balls! This game is pure pun galore, and without giving any more spoilers - this is the gist of what the
game is about. The teachers, targets and characters in the game are all borrowed from pop culture, fiction or even mythology -
and the unlikelihood of these characters actually being in the situations that the game puts you in, is what makes this an
enjoyable experience. (Fun Fact - Did you know Harry Potter smokes?... Like a lot?)

Now coming to my only 2 qualms with the game.

1) Poor framerates, random crashes etc. The technical problems was what marred my experience the most when I first played
the game. But the devs responded soon enough, and now theres a patch (2 in fact, although I've not tried the latest one still) that
fixes most of the problems. I have not got a single crash after the patch, and the overall camera swivels have become much
smoother after patch 1.

2) A slightly diverted plotline. While it is fun to go kill people in unimaginable ways, sometimes you hope for a much more
advanced sense of coherence to the overall theme - and DGU manages to do some of it, but not all. I'm only a few hours into the
game - so I'm probably making rash early judgements - but there could be a bit more done to make it all come together in a
unified sort of manner.

Nevertheless, DGU makes up for it's te\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665al flaws with a fun concept and humurous characters.
The little fellows all run with their arms behind them in an almost anime-like style, and speak in a language that's akin to the
minions from Despicable Me. It's totally worth a shot if you're bored playing the run of the mill kind of games being released
these days, and while you may find flaws with some aspects, you will enjoy the game as a whole if you relate to this type of
gameplay.. Cannot play on PC with 3 monitors, there's just no support plain and simple. The game started up for me and I was
able to create a user name, then nothing. There is no place on screen to move beyond that and there are no options (that I could
see) to change screen resolution or aspect ratio. This is just another android (or whatever) port to PC that is now just junk on my
drive. I asked for help or info on how to get beyond this and no reply from devs so I have to assume they don't care.

I checked in game folder to see if there was a way I could manually change resolution but there's only 7 files in the folder, no
sub-folders, and nothing to allow manual changes.

If you use a PC than I can only say, don't waste your money, I also checked the "MumboJumbo" games forums for this game,
they were no help at all and I found more complaints about problems then anything, and not just the usual "I Can't Find This or
That" stuff. I lost and wasted my money on this, don't make the same mistake.
. Whilst the game is a good click-and-point adventure, there's a few negatives:

-bugs-
I've suffered a few issues with the game, either graphical or crashes.

-gameplay-
Some inventory items didn't display correctly, and some elements of the UI were also a bit picky about where I clicked, where
others were quite loose.

-lack of chapter 3-
Despite assurances, a combined lack of updates to the game or forums seem to indicate the developer has abandoned the game -
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which is a shame considering it's online already.. This game continues to kick my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but in a
good way.. I got this game almost a month ago. Now I first played it in the state where you couldn't get past the tutorial, but I
found the game intriguing and I just explored for a good amount of time. (Also learned the controls on my own) Even though
you can't do much in it's current state I spent time to just tear the map apart looking for what ever I could. (Did find one thing
that involved sound. Found it just by grabing random things) After finding one cool thing you can probably spend hours looking
for other things. I'm sure this game will turn out well and I cant wait to see where it goes aswell.. Cool new skills! The pet is my
favorite!
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\u041a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u043b \u0438\u0437-\u0437\u0430 \u043d\u0430\u0437\u0432\u0430\u043d\u0438\u044f. I'm
yet to find the answer, but I'm well on my way to get it!

What I can say so far is that it's a trippy fast-paced evil game that works by messing with your mind in a very bendy way. Travel
through a tunnel for 3 minutes. It is said that "the answer" is at the end of the tunnel of inverted controls, so just giddy up and
try to find the "answer", whatever it may be.... i liked it because it is a good scary game and its very fun
. It's a neat game but if it goes on long enough all of my islanders end up freezing to death trying to mine an ice block that they
can never get.. 50\/10 Would knock a a skull backwards into my own goal while it laughs at me again.. I've played 20 minutes of
this game and I am gonna be honest, the develops clearly made bank with this masterpiece. Epic Soundtrack, Epic Guns, Epic
EVERYTHING! For 0.67 cents I couldn't have asked for a better experience. MUST BUY! Don't @ Me. Absolutely brutal and
unforgiving.. I was recommended this game from a friend and it is every bit as fun as it looks!
It's a simple party game that is very intuitive and so everyone can just pick it up and play. I would especially recommend this
game if you like games like Speedrunners or Rayman Legends as it is on that level of speedy platforming fun for you and your
friends! The game looks amazing too and has a great soundtrack to boot. It's probably one of the best casual party games I have
ever played.
Only downsides would be that I sometimes encountered a little fps drop, but not sure if that happens to everyone. It was quite
minor so didn't take away from the experience.
9\/10
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